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Clusters of galaxies trae the highest peaks in the matterdensity feald; their abundane as a funtion of mass andredshift is therefore extremely sensitive to the growthrate of density perturbations as well as the expansionrate of the Universe. Cluster mass an be estimated us-ing a wide variety tehniques, from measurements of thenumber or veloity dispersion of the luster number ofgalaxies, strong and weak gravitational lensing of bak-ground soures, and measurements of their X-ray emis-sion or Sunyaev- Zel'dovih signal. We arried out themeasurement and omparison of the masses obtained bydi�erent methods for a sample of 29 of groups and lus-ters of galaxies (z<0.1). To measure the dynami massfrom the dispersion of line-of-sight veloities for virial-ized regions of radii R200 and Re is used arhival da-ta SDSS DR7. Our method for determining the sizesof groups or lusters and determination of the e�etiveradii of galaxies systems from the umulative distribu-tion of the member galaxies depending on the squaredlusterentri distane allowed us to estimate masses
M

1/2
(within Re) whih are related to the masses on-tained within the radius R200: M200 ∼ 1.65 M

1/2
. Aomparison of the inferred dynami masses and thehydrostati masses determined from the radiation ofhot gas in galaxy groups and lusters (based on pub-lished data) led us to onlude that the inferred massesfor the main sample of 21 groups and lusters agreeto within 12%. These sample also obey the relation

MX,200 ∼ 1.65 M
1/2

. For the remaining seven sys-tems, whih are mostly loated in the region of theHerules superluster, the disrepany between the hy-drostati and the dynami masses amounts to 2σ. Thisdisrepany is most likely due to the inompleteness ofthe formation proesses of this lusters via hierarhi-al merger in the region of the rih Herules superlus-ter.Kopylov A., Kopylova F., 2015, Astrophys. Bull, 70, 243.
Fig.1

Cumulative distribution of the number of galaxies as a function of the

squared clustercentric distance for the A2063. The solid vertical line

indicates the R200 radius. The dashed-dotted line indicates the Rh radius

bounding the cluster core (c) and halo (h); the dashed lines indicate the

Rc and Re radii. Here N1 and N1c are the numder of galaxies inside Rh

before and after background subtraction respectively. The radius Rh

corresponds approximately to the virial radius Rvir. The green solid line

shows the constant surface density distribution of galaxies located in the

halo of clusters, and the red solid line shows the distribution of outer field

galaxies.

Fig.2

Comparison of the masses of galaxy groups and clusters contained inside

R200 and inside the effective radius Re. The solid line corresponds to the

linear relation. The dashed line shows the regression relation

M200 ∝ (1.65 M1/2)
1.05±0.01). The dash-dotted lines show the 2σ deviations.

The errors of masses correspond to the errors of measured line-of-sight

velocity dispersions of galaxy systems.

Fig.3

Dependence of the mass of galaxy groups and clusters MX,200 measured

from X-ray gas emission on the mass M200 measured from the dispersion

of line-of-sight velocities. The dashed line shows the regression relation

MX,200 ∝ M1.01±0.02

200 . The dashed-dotted lines show the 2σ deviations. Empty

circles correspond AWM5, NGC5098, A2147, A2151, NGC6338,

RXCJ1022, Virgo.


